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When Richard Beaton inherits Chedsy Place, he feels nostalgic as he returns to his beloved family home. For
him it is locked in the past - a place of warm childhood memories - and he cannot afford to keep it. But for
his wife, Celia, walking round the grand house sparks the kernel of an idea: to restore it to its former glory by
opening its doors once more for Christmas - only this time, to paying guests.

Horrified by the idea, Robert watches as the guests arrive from far and wide: the domineering Judith Kimball
with her shy secretary Sidney Lattimer, and the chauffeur, who takes a shine to Sidney; the Paynter family
with their excitable twin daughters, Cicely and Angela; Miss Nettleton, who travels indomitably about the
British Isles seeing the sights; Mrs Stephenson-Pollitt, who retires 'into the silence' each afternoon to seek
communion with the spirits, and her nephew, Brian, who is destined for the clergy but must battle with his
conscience when he meets Angela. As the guests settle in for Christmas, Robert knows that Chedsy Place
will never be the same again . . .

Bringing together a memorable cast of characters, Chedsy Place is a warm and witty novel, filled with the
humour, piercing observation and remarkable characterization that makes Richmal Crompton one of the
world's best-loved writers.
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From reader reviews:

Vicki Shah:

What do you consider book? It is just for students since they are still students or that for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that query above. Every
person has diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book Chedsy Place. All type of book
would you see on many solutions. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Evelyn White:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place
and notice through surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated it for a while is
reading. Yep, by reading a guide your ability to survive boost then having chance to stand up than other is
high. To suit your needs who want to start reading the book, we give you that Chedsy Place book as nice and
daily reading publication. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Nancy Baumgardner:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the concept Chedsy Place
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by renowned writer in this era. The book untitled Chedsy
Placeis one of several books that will everyone read now. This particular book was inspired a number of
people in the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new shape that you ever know just before.
The author explained their thought in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to know the core of this
reserve. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. In order to see the
represented of the world in this book.

Wendy Clark:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their free time with their family, or
their particular friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic
in the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to
fill your current free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book could be option to fill your cost-free time/
holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want
to try out look for book, may be the reserve untitled Chedsy Place can be fine book to read. May be it could
be best activity to you.
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